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MADRAS RACES 2021-2022 
 7TH DAY, THURSDAY, 6TH JANUARY,2022  

RACING INCIDENTS (44- 52) 
 
 

TRACK CONDITION: GOOD GOING 
PENETROMETER READING: 3.5 CMS 
RAILING POSITION: RAILINGS PLACED AT ORIGINAL POSITION.  
 

1st Race: 44. The Miss Showoff Handicap - (About) 1600 metres. Horses rated 00 to 25 (11 
Runners). 

PROPAHLADY (C Umesh) and WELCOME CHAKKARAM (Kuldeep Singh) were slow to start losing 
about 2 lengths each. 

CATALYST (Nakhat Singh) was slow to start losing about a length. 

Apprentice Jockey Dharshan Antony, the rider of GLORIOUS NISSY was cautioned for maintaining 
an erratic course from the 1200 metres till passing the 900 metres for no apparent reason. 

Routine Sample was taken for analysis from the winner GOLDEN STREAK (Nikhil Naidu). 

2nd Race: 45. The Ellerslie Handicap - (About) 1200 metres. Horses rated 20 to 45(Whips not 
allowed) (12 Runners). 

RIGHT MOVE (P.Vikram) jumped awkwardly inwards onto VICTORY WALK (Md  Farhan Alam) as 
the start was affected, the latter losing about 3 lengths. The incident being accidental, no action 
was initiated. 

Jockey Yash Narredu, the rider of ALEXANDER was fined a sum of Rs.1000/- for shifting in 
entering the straight forcing in VALESKA (C Umesh) passing the 350 metres. 

Apprentice jockey M.S.Deora, the rider of HEIDMAR was fined a sum of Rs.1000/- for  shifting in 
passing the750 metres causing a check to TIFOSI (D S Deora) who further shifted in onto FULL 
OF SURPRISE (Vishal N.Bunde) the latter dropped back causing a check to CHOIR (Chotu Jaiswar) 
travelling directly behind. 

The Club's Veterinary Officer reported that CHOIR (Chotu Jaiswar) had sustained a superficial 
injury of left hind fetlock. 

Routine Sample was taken for analysis from the winner ALEXANDER (Yash Narredu). 

3rd Race: 46. The Ravello Handicap - (About) 1100 metres. Horses rated 20 to 45 (12 
Runners). 

STAR FLING (C A Brisson) jumped awkwardly outwards at the start. 

PRINCE OF WINDSOR (Nakhat Singh) jumped awkwardly outwards onto MARANELLO (Kuldeep 
Singh), the latter losing 2 to 3 lengths. 
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WILLOWS (Shrikant Kamble) jumped awkwardly inwards at the start, further the mare was 
observed to hang in approaching the 800 metres despite jockey's efforts and caused a check 
to SENORA BIANCA (P.Sai Kumar) who dropped back by 4 lengths. The incident being accidental 
no action was initiated. 

The Club's Veterinary Officer when asked to examine EPISTOIARY (G Manikandan) reported that 
the mare was suffering from a sore back. Trainer P.Krishna was informed to get his charge certified 
fit by the Club's Veterinary Officer before next accepting with it.  

Routine Sample was taken for analysis from the winner ANASTASIA (Yash Narredu).  

4th Race: 47. The Angelo Handicap - (About) 1400 metres. Horses rated 40 to 65 (12 
Runners). 

SPEED AIR (M.S.Deora) was slow to start by about 4 lengths. Starting Stall Certificate revoked. 

SENTOSA (Santosh G) lacked initial speed and ran detached. The Club's Veterinary Officer when 
asked to examine the mare reported that no abnormalities were found. Trainer P.Krishna was 
informed to ensure better performance of his charge before next accepting with it. 

Jockey Ashhad Asbar, the rider of DUE DILIGENCE was cautioned for shifting in soon after the 
start causing a check to EXCELLENT PHOENIX (Ramandeep Singh). Further DUE DILIGENCE 
(Ashhad Asbar) was observed to have brushed the inner rails passing the 1300 metres. 

Jockey S Kabdhar, the rider of STARLIGHT was reprimanded for maintaining a wide course for 
major part of the race for no apparent reason. 

AMENDMENT (Akshay Kumar) burst its blood vessel during the race (EIPH). Trainer Mr.B.Suresh 
was asked to get his charge certified fit by the Club's Veterinary Officer before next accepting with 
it. 

The Club's Veterinary Officer reported that PIRATE'S LOVE (Vishal N.Bunde) had sustained a 
superficial injury of the left hind cannon. 

Routine Sample was taken for analysis from the winner THUNDERCLAP (P S Chouhan). 

.5th Race: 48. The SMT.Gayatri Devi Memorial Cup - (About) 1100 metres. (8 Runners). 

ROYAL MONARCH (Nakhat Singh) threw its head up as the start was affected and drifted out onto 
the outer railings. The Club's Veterinary Officer reported that the horse was suffering from 

laryngeal paralysis (ILH gr3). Trainer R.Foley was advised to take remedial measures before next 
accepting with his charge. 

SECRET OF LOVE (P P Dhebe) jumped awkwardly outwards and SHEZ  R  STAR (Ashhad Asbar) 
jumped awkwardly inwards bumping into each other as the start was affected. 

AUGUSTA (C A Brisson) was lugging in under pressure in the final stages of the race despite 
jockey's efforts resulting in a check to EMPEROR ASHOKA (Nikhil Naidu) in the final stages of the 
race. 

Routine Sample was taken for analysis from the winner ONCE YOU GO BLACK (S.A.Gray). 

6th Race: 49. The P.T.Rajan Memorial Cup - (About) 1400 metres. Horses rated 80 and above 

(6 Runners). 
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LEOPARD ROCK (Yash Narredu) jumped awkwardly outwards onto MZILIKAZI (C Umesh) at the 
start, the latter losing about 2 lengths. The incident being accidental no action was initiated. 

KNOTTY ASH (Ram Nandan Manjhi) was observed to have bumped the inner railings passing the 
1050 metres. Apprentice Jockey Ram Nandan Manjhi was cautioned for not maintaining sufficient 
control on his mount. 

7th Race: 50. THE SOUTH INDIA 1000 GUINEAS (Grade II) - (About) 1600 metres. For 4 Year 
old Indian Fillies (10 Runners). 

ROYAL PEARL was permitted to be withdrawn on veterinary grounds (injury on the left fore hoof- 
Bulb of the heel). Trainer B.Suresh was informed to get his charge certified fit before next accepting 
with it. 

Trainer Prasad Raju KSV was fined a sum of Rs.10,000/- for not declaring to start with his 
charge ASTURIAS after having accepted with it. 

Trainer Vishal Gaikwad was fined a sum of Rs.10,000/- for not declaring to start with his 
charge EXPEDITION after having accepted with it. 

Trainer R.H.Sequeira was fined a sum of Rs.10,000/-for not declaring to start with his 
charge GEORGIA PEACH  after having accepted with it.  

Permission was granted to Trainer Fahad khan to deputise on behalf of Trainer P. Shroff, for 
ALICIA (C Umesh) and MEDORA (P S Chouhan) at both trainer's risk and liability. 

MEDORA (P S Chouhan) planted. Starting Stall Certificate revoked. 

BOHEMIAN GRANDEUR (Nakhat Singh) was slow to start losing about 3 to 4 lengths. 

GOLDEN MARINA (P.Sai Kumar)  was slow to start by about 2 lengths. 

Compulsory sample was taken from the winner ALICIA (C Umesh), ALLAMANDA (Suraj Narredu) 
placed 2nd and CHASHNI (P P Dhebe) placed 3rd. 

8th Race: 51. The Deepak Khaitan Memorial Guindy Gold Cup (Grade III) - (About) 1600 
metres. For Horses 4Years old & Over (7 Runners). 

AUTOMATIC (C Umesh) shifted in soon after the start despite jockey's efforts causing a check 
to TUDOR TREASURE (Nakhat Singh). 

Compulsory Sample was taken from the winner PRICELESS GOLD (Suraj Narredu), BERNARDINI 
(Nikhil Naidu) placed 2nd and ANGELINO (D S Deora) placed 3rd. 

9th Race: 52. The Daydreamer Handicap - (About) 1200 metres. Horses rated 60 to 85, 5 
years old and over (12 Runners). 

GALLANTRY (Yash Narredu) had to be resaddled at the starting gates, which led to delay in the 
proceedings. 

Jockey R Manish, the rider of NAMAK HALAAL reported that his mount was hanging out for major 
part of the race. Trainer Akbar Malick was informed to take remedial measures before next 
accepting with his charge. 

Jockey A Ayaz Khan, the rider of OSCARS THUNDER was fined a sum of Rs.1000/- for shifting 
out under use of whip passing the 300 metres. 
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Jockey Sah Farid Ansari, the rider of COPPER QUEEN was fined a sum of Rs.2000/- for shifting 
in causing a check to MAGICAL WISH (D S Deora) passing the 200 metres and thereafter further 
shifting in causing a check to NAMAK HALAAL (R Manish) 50 metres before the winning post. 

Jockey Yash Narredu the rider of GALLANTRY when questioned regarding his riding in the initial 
stages of the race stated that his mount lacked initial speed despite his efforts whereby he settled 
at the rear end of the field and tried to improve position gradually, further he felt that his 
mount needed longer distance. Jockey's explanation was noted for future reference. 

Routine Sample was taken for analysis from the winner OUI SAUVAGE (Santosh G). 

 
 

STARTING REMARKS AS SUBMITTED BY THE STARTER 
1st Race: 44. The Miss Showoff Handicap (About) 1600 Metres 

PROPAHLADY (C Umesh) Lost about a couple of lengths.Advised gate practise. WELCOME 

CHAKKARAM (Kuldeep Singh) Slowly away. 

3rd Race: 46. The Ravello Handicap (About) 1100 Metres 

STAR FLING (C A Brisson) Jumped awkwardly. 

WILLOWS (Shrikant Kamble) Slowly away.  

PRINCE OF WINDSOR (Nakhat Singh) Jumped awkwardly 

4th Race: 47. The Angelo  Handicap (About) 1400 Metres 

SPEED AIR (M.S.Deora) Lost about 4-5 lengths.Advised gate practises. 

5th Race: 48. The SMT.Gayatri Devi Memorial Cup (About) 1100 Metres 

SECRET OF LOVE (P P Dhebe) and SHEZ  R  STAR (Ashhad Asbar) Jumped awkwardly 

7th Race: 50. THE SOUTH INDIA 1000 GUINEAS (About) 1600 Metres 

BOHEMIAN GRANDEUR (Nakhat Singh) Lost about 4-5 lengths. Advised gate practises.  

GOLDEN MARINA (P.Sai Kumar) Lost about a length. Advised gate practise.  

MEDORA (P S Chouhan) Planted. SC revoked. 

 

8th January 2022        Sd:- Stipendiary Stewards, 
                  Madras Race Club 

 


